
EOSS Meeting Minutes 
Tuesday March 9, 2021 

Online via Zoom 

Call to Order:  Rob NØRPF called the meeting to order at 7:00 PM. There were sixteen attending via Zoom. 

Previous Meeting Minutes:  Meeting minutes for February 9, 2021 are available on the EOSS web site for 
review.  Rob NØRPF asked if anyone had comments or corrections to the minutes.  February’s minutes 
were accepted as written. 
 
Treasurer’s reports:  Rob NØRPF reviewed checking and savings account balances. Mileage checks have 
been sent out.  Rob said that we have paid the Air Gas bill and balloon order from Kaymont.  Rob NØRPF 
is waiting for bill to come in for purchase of ADS-B unit ordered by Steve KØSCC.  Rob NØRPF has reviewed 
prices of gas, balloons, mileage, and consumables items to come up with a new pricing schedule.  Rob 
NØRPF has recommended to Tom KE7KCK to increase mileage from $0.23 per mile to $0.30 per mile.  Rob 
NØRPF will get the new schedule out to the flight coordinators.  Rob said he is still looking for replacement 
for QuickBooks.  Rob added that we are insured for the next year through ARRL.                         
 
Tech Committee: Marty WAØGEH pasted on the following information from Steve KØSCC.  1. – Everything 
that was broken or destroyed on the last flight has been rebuilt and is ready for re-qualification.  2. – ADS-
B unit is on order and we should have a ship date soon.  3. – Steve KØSCC has boards from Mark KCØD to 
complete construction of five KCØD gen 3 tops to finalize our fleet of tops.  4. – Wireless release Charlie 
has been flight qualified. 5. – Payloads for next flight are prepped and ready to go.  Marty WAØGEH added 
input from Mark KCØD.  1. – We have two payloads (KCØD-2 and AEØSS-12) that need to be qualified on 
the next flight in order to support a possible 4fer coming up on April 3rd.  2. – The online payload spread 
sheet has been updated with new weight for AEØSS-12 and added four 12-foot Rocketman chutes.  3. – 
Steve KØSCC has begun replacing Bluetooth modules on the KCØD payloads to improve link quality.    

Launch Team:  Larry NØNDM has received balloon order from Kaymont.  Larry NØNDM is still waiting on 
fire extinguishers ordered last month.  We are ready for next flight. 

Ground Station:  Jeff N2XGL said everything is working well on the ground station. 

Tracking Brick dev branch update: Jeff N6BA said he is working on a fix, soon to be in the dev branch for 
those using mobile devices that switch between tabs while tracking.  Mobile devices tend to put inactive 
tabs to sleep to conserve battery and when you switch back to them, they don’t respond.  Jeff N6BA is 
working to update them in the background so you don’t have to close and relaunch tabs to get data.  The 
second thing Jeff N6BA is working on is for those using mobile hotspots while tracking.  The brick can 
receive packets via RF or via an internet connection.  As you travel in and out of connectivity the brick 
does not go back to collect packets missed via RF.  Jeff N6BA is adding a fix to the dev branch to check the 
Kiosk every 5 minutes for missed packets to update the bricks data.  These changes should be in the dev 
branch before March 20th flight.   



Tracking and Recovery:  Marty WAØGEH said we have good crowd setup for the flight on March 20th and 
for the flights in April. 
 
Upcoming Flights: Rob NØRPF said Tom KE7KCK is the flight coordinator the upcoming flight out of Deer 
Trail for NDIA STEM on March 20th. 
 
EOSS History:  Marty WAØGEH wanted to express EOSS’s appreciation to Norm KEØPAM for taking on the 
task of converting approximately 150 VHS flight tape from Merle KØYUK’s basement and has amazingly 
completed the conversion over the last 3 weeks.  Thanks Norm KEØPAM.  Marty WAØGEH also thanked 
Ben KBØUBZ for adding these flight videos to the web site to preserve EOSS’s history.  Thanks Ben 
KBØUBZ. 
 
Repeater Testing:  Mike W9CN said that EOSS has relied on PPFMA UHF repeaters for a number of years 
to provided communications for launch and recovery operations on the eastern plains.  The PPFMA has 
had to move their repeater to accommodate the new visitors center on Pikes Peak.  The new location for 
their antenna is shielded by a portion of the new construction.  Mike W9CN organized a group of 
volunteers to travel around the typical areas we track balloons out east to attempt communications with 
Jeff N2XGL who was setup at Deer Trail.  They tried many different VHF and UHF repeaters to find coverage 
needed to support EOSS operations.  The RMRL 449.45 worked but begins dropping out south of Hugo 
and DMR works.  Mike W9CN recommend that those with DMR update their code plugs which were just 
updated from the RMHAM web site.     
 
Club Officer Nominations:  Marty WAØGEH said that Randy will post election online and you will receive 
a notice via email.  Please vote before next meeting. 
    
 
 
Meeting adjourned at 08:45 PM 
Minutes prepared by David Lanning, Secretary 

 


